Hanover Township Public Schools

Mathematics Curriculum

Grade 8

Mathematics 8 Curriculum
Summer 2021
First Marking Period:
Standards for Mathematical Practice: MP.1, MP.2, MP.3, MP.4, MP.5, MP.6, MP.7, MP.8 (view the Math Practices)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards: 8.NS.A.1, 8.NS.A.2, 8.EE.A.1, 8.EE.A.2, 8.EE.A.3, 8.EE.A.4, 8.EE.B.5, 8.EE.B.6, 8.EE.C.7 (view the NJSLS)

Second Marking Period:
Standards for Mathematical Practice: MP.1, MP.2, MP.3, MP.4, MP.5, MP.6, MP.7, MP.8
New Jersey Student Learning Standards: 8.F.A.1, 8.F.A.2, 8.F.A.3, 8.F.B.4, 8.F.B.5, 8.SP.A.1, 8.SP.A.2, 8.SP.A.3, 8.SP.A.4

Third Marking Period:
Standards for Mathematical Practice: MP.1, MP.2, MP.3, MP.4, MP.5, MP.6, MP.7, MP.8

New Jersey Student Learning Standards: 8.EE.C.8, 8.G.A.1, 8.G.A.2, 8.G.A.3, 8.G.A.4, 8.G.A.5

Fourth Marking Period:
Standards for Mathematical Practice: MP.1, MP.2, MP.3, MP.4, MP.5, MP.6, MP.7, MP.8
New Jersey Student Learning Standards: 8.G.B.6, 8.G.B.7, 8.G.B.8, 8.G.C.9

The fluency expectations for 8th grade are: Solve simple 2x2 systems

FIRST MARKING PERIOD ( Topics 1 & 2: 21 Lessons with 3-ACT Math included)
Topic 1: Real Numbers

● Rational Numbers as Decimals 8 .NS.A.1
● Understand Irrational Numbers 8 .NS.A.1
● Compare and Order Real Numbers 8 .NS.A.2
● Evaluate Square Roots and Cube Roots 8 .EE.A.2
● Solve Equations Using Square Roots and Cube Roots 8 .EE.A.2
● Use Properties of Integer Exponents 8 .EE.A.1
● More Properties of Integer Exponents 8 .EE.A.1
● Use Powers of Ten to Estimate Quantities 8 .EE.A.3
● Understand Scientific Notation 8 .EE.A.4
3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Hard-Working Organs
● Operations with Numbers in Scientific Notation

8 .EE.A.1, 8 .EE.A.3

8 .EE.A.4

Topic 2: Analyze and Solve Linear Equations

● Collect Like Terms to Solve Equations 8 .EE.C.7b
● Solve Equations with Variables on Both Sides 8 .EE.C.7b
● Solve Multi-step Equations 8 .EE.C.7b
● Equations with No Solutions and Infinitely Many Solutions 8 .EE.C.7a
3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Powering Down

8 .EE.C.7

● Compare Proportional Relationships 8 .EE.B.5
● Connect Proportional Relationships and Slope 8 .EE.B.6
● Analyze Equations: y = mx
●

8 .EE.B.6

Understand the y- Intercept of a Line

● Analyze Equations: y = mx + b

8 .EE.B.6
8 .EE.B.6

SECOND MARKING PERIOD ( Topics 3 & 4: 13 Lessons with 3-ACT Math included)
Topic 3: Use Functions to Model Relationships Understand Relations and Functions

● Connect Representations of Functions

8 .F.A.1

● Compare Linear and Nonlinear Functions

8 .F.A.3, 8.F.A.2

3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Every Drop Counts

● Construct Functions to Model Linear Relationships
● Intervals of Increase and Decrease

8 .F.B.4, 8.F.A.2

8.F.B.5

● Sketch Functions from Verbal Descriptions
Topic 4: Investigate Bivariate Data
● Construct and Interpret Scatter Plots

● Analyze Linear Associations

8 .F.A.1, 8 .F.A.3

8.F.B.5

8 .SP.A.1

8 .SP.A.2, 8 .F.A.3, 8.F.B.4

● Use Linear Models to Make Predictions
● Interpret Two-Way Frequency Tables

8 .SP.A.3, 8 .F.A.3, 8.F.B.4
8 .SP.A.4

● Interpret Two-Way Relative Frequency Tables
3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Reach Out

8 .SP.A.4

8 .SP.A.1, 8 .SP.A.2, 8 .SP.A.3

8 .F.A.1

THIRD MARKING PERIOD ( Topics 5 & 6: 16 Lessons with 3-ACT Math included)
Topic 5: Analyze and Solve Systems of Linear Equations
● Estimate Solutions by Inspection 8 .EE.C.8b, 8.EE.C.8c

● Solve Systems by Graphing

8 .EE.C.8a, 8.EE.C.8c

● Solve Systems by Substitution
● Solve Systems by Elimination

8 .EE.C.8b, 8.EE.C.8c
8 .EE.C.8b, 8.EE.C.8c

3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Ups and Downs

8 .EE.C.8, 8.SP.A.3, 8.F.B.4

Topic 6: Congruence and Similarity

● Analyze Translations
● Analyze Reflections
● Analyze Rotations

8 .G.A.1, 8.G.A.3
8 .G.A.1, 8.G.A.3
8 .G.A.1, 8.G.A.3

● Compose Transformations

8 .G.A.1, 8.G.A.3

3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Tricks of the Trade

● Understand Congruent Figures
● Describe Dilations

8 .G.A.2, 8.G.A.3

8 .G.A.3, 8.G.A.4

● Understand Similar Figures

8 .G.A.4, 8.G.A.3

● Angles, Lines, and Transversals

8 .G.A.5

● Interior and Exterior Angles of Triangles
● Angle-Angle Triangle Similarity

8 .G.A.5

8 .G.A.5

8 .G.A.1, 8.G.A.2

FOURTH MARKING PERIOD ( Topics 7 & 8: 10 Lessons with 3-ACT Math included)
Topic 7: Understand and Apply the Pythagorean Theorem
3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Go with the Flow

● Understand the Pythagorean Theorem

8 .G.B.6

8 .G.B.6, 8.G.B.7

● Understand the Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem
● Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to Solve Problems

8 .G.B.6, 8.G.B.7

8.G.B.7

●

Find Distance in the Coordinate Plane

8.G.B.8

Topic 8: Solve Problems Involving Surface Area and Volume

● Find Surface Area of Three-Dimensional Figures
● Find Volume of Cylinders
● Find Volume of Cones
● Find Volume of Spheres

8 .G.C.9

8 .G.C.9

8 .G.C.9
8 .G.C.9

3-ACT Mathematical Modeling: Measure Up

8 .G.C.9

Students will be assessed using the following but not limited to:

●
●
●
●

District Benchmark Assessment tool, i.e. Link It.
Standards and Skill Based Assessments
Series Chapter and Unit Assessments
Teacher constructed Assessments

Standards for Mathematical Practices:
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. MP.2
& critique the reasoning of others. MP.4

Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

Model with mathematics.

precision. MP.7 Look for and make use of structure.

MP.8

MP.3

Construct viable

MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically.

Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

MP.6

arguments

Attend to

Domain: The Number System
Cluster: Know that there are numbers that are not rational, and approximate them by rational numbers.
Standards: 8.NS.A.1 Know that numbers that are not rational are called irrational. Understand informally that every
number has a decimal expansion; for rational numbers show that the decimal expansion repeats eventually, and convert a
decimal expansion, which repeats eventually into a rational number.
Essential Questions
What are real numbers?
How are real numbers used to solve problems?
How can you write repeating decimals as fractions?
How is an irrational number different from a rational
number?

Essential Understandings
Repeating decimals can be represented as an
equivalent rational number.
Every real number is either a rational number or an
irrational number.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.
Sample Tasks:
Christa’s fitness app shows that her average speed during a run was 5.777…
miles per hour. Her friend ran an average of 5 ⅔ miles per hour. What fraction
will allow Christa to compare her average speed to her friend’s average
speed?
Toby classifies the number 4.567 as irrational because it does not repeat. Is
Toby correct? Explain.
Math Journal: How can you tell whether a square root of a whole number is
rational or irrational? Provide examples in your explanation.
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
rational number, integer, terminating decimal, repeating decimal, irrational
number, etc.

Content Statements
Locate repeating decimals on a number line.
Write repeating decimals as fractions.
Classify a number as rational or irrational.
Understand the concepts of square roots and perfect squares.

21st Century Life and Careers
Career Ready Practices:
CRP.1, CRP.4, CRP.8, CRP.11

Differentiation: Modifications / Accommodations
504s, Students At Risk, Special Education, Gifted & Talented, English
Language Learners

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

NJSLS – Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills
Integration of Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills. Evidence must include explicit citations of Standards 9.1 Personal Finance, 9.2 Career Awareness,
Exploration, Preparation and Training, and 9.4 Life Literacies and Key Skills. The citations for each unit must include links to the standards for NJSLS CLKS (Career, Life,
Key Skills).

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/2020%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
NJSLS – Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills (21 Century Themes and Skills)
st

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

There are strategies to increase your savings and
limit debt.

Early planning can provide more options to pay
for postsecondary training and employment.

9.1.8.CDM.1: Compare and contrast the use of
credit cards and debit cards for specific
purchases and the advantages and disadvantages
of using each.

9.2.8.CAP.8: Compare education and training
requirements, income potential, and primary
duties of at least two jobs of interest.

There are strategies to build and maintain a good
credit history.
9.1.8.CP.1: Compare prices for the same goods
or services.

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.
9.2.8.CAP.13: Compare employee benefits when
evaluating employment interests and explain the
possible impact on personal finances.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An essential aspect of problem solving is being
able to self-reflect on why possible solutions for
solving problems were or were not successful.
9.4.8.CT.3: Compare past problem-solving
solutions to local, national, or global issues and
analyze the factors that led to a positive or
negative outcome.
There are ethical and unethical uses of
information and media.
9.4.8.IML.9: Distinguish between ethical and
unethical uses of information and media (e.g.,
1.5.8.CR3b, 8.2.8.EC.2).
Digital tools allow for remote collaboration and
rapid sharing of ideas unrestricted by geographic
location or time.
9.4.8.TL.5: Compare the process and
effectiveness of synchronous collaboration and
asynchronous collaboration.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: The Number System
Cluster: Know that there are numbers that are not rational, and approximate them by rational numbers
Standard: 8.NS.A.2 Use rational approximations of irrational numbers to compare the size of irrational numbers, locate
them approximately on a number line diagram, and estimate the value of expressions (e.g., π2 ) For example, by

truncating the decimal expansion of √2, show the √2 is between 1 and 2, then between 1.4 and 1.5,
and explain how to continue on to get better
approximations.
Essential Questions
What are real numbers?
How are real numbers used to solve problems?
How can you compare and order rational and irrational numbers?

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Using a number line, students approximate the location
of √74 using perfect squares.
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
rational number, integer, terminating decimal, repeating decimal, irrational
number, etc.

Essential Understandings
Rational and irrational numbers can be compared and
ordered using decimal approximations.

Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompt: On
a number line, are irrational numbers always located between two whole
numbers, or are they ever a whole number?
Sample Tasks:
The “leech” is a technical term for the slanted edge of
a sail. Given a slanted edge measures √30 in length, is
the length of the edge closer to 5 meters or 6 meters?
Explain.
Compare -1.96312… and -√5. Show your work.

Content Statements
Approximate square roots by using perfect squares.
Compare and order rational and irrational numbers.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Number Lines, Journals, Reference
Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

NJSLS – Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills
Integration of Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills. Evidence must include explicit citations of Standards 9.1 Personal Finance, 9.2 Career Awareness,
Exploration, Preparation and Training, and 9.4 Life Literacies and Key Skills. The citations for each unit must include links to the standards for NJSLS CLKS (Career, Life,
Key Skills).

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/2020%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
NJSLS – Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills (21 Century Themes and Skills)
st

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
Philanthropic and charitable organizations
play important roles in supporting the
interests of individuals and local and global
communities and the issues that affect them.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
employment.

9.2.8.CAP.6: Compare the costs of
9.1.8.CR.1: Compare and contrast the role of postsecondary education with the potential
philanthropy, volunteer service, and charities increase in income from a career of choice.
in community development and the quality
of life in a variety of cultures.
Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
Individuals can use their talents, resources,
employment.
and abilities to give back.
9.2.8.CAP.8: Compare education and
9.1.8.CR.2: Compare various ways to give
training requirements, income potential, and
back through strengths, passions, goals, and primary duties of at least two jobs of
other personal factors.
interest.
There are strategies to increase your savings
and limit debt.
9.1.8.CDM.1: Compare and contrast the use

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An essential aspect of problem solving is
being able to self-reflect on why possible
solutions for solving problems were or were
not successful.
9.4.8.CT.3: Compare past problem-solving
solutions to local, national, or global issues
and analyze the factors that led to a positive
or negative outcome.
There are ethical and unethical uses of
information and media.
9.4.8.IML.9: Distinguish between ethical
and unethical uses of information and media
(e.g., 1.5.8.CR3b, 8.2.8.EC.2).
Digital tools allow for remote collaboration
and rapid sharing of ideas unrestricted by
geographic location or time.

of credit cards and debit cards for specific
purchases and the advantages and
disadvantages of using each.
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.1: Compare prices for the same
goods or services.

9.2.8.CAP.13: Compare employee benefits
when evaluating employment interests and
explain the possible impact on personal
finances.

9.4.8.TL.5: Compare the process and
effectiveness of synchronous collaboration
and asynchronous collaboration.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and Equations
Cluster: Work with radicals and integer exponents.
Standards: 8.EE.A.1 Know and apply the properties of integer exponents to generate equivalent numerical expressions. For
example, 32 x 3-5 = 3-3 = 1/33 = 1/27.
Essential Questions
How do properties of integer exponents help you write
equivalent expressions?
What do the zero exponent and negative exponent
properties mean?

Essential Understandings
The properties of exponents are used to simplify
expressions by adding, subtracting, multiplying, or
dividing either the base or the exponents.
Any nonzero number raised to the power of zero is
equal to 1.
A nonzero number raised to a negative power is
equal to its multiplicative reciprocal.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.
Students Turn and Talk with a partner to complete the following prompt:
Work with a partner and write the expression below using a base and an
exponent.
(-w) x (-w) x (-w) = ?
Sample tasks:
Nolan wrote 58 as an expression equivalent to (52)4. His math partner wrote 56.
Who is correct?
Which expression is equivalent to 3-1 x 32 ?
1
/27 ⅓ 3☑ 27
Student understanding can be assessed with an Exit Ticket.

Content Statements
Multiply and divide expressions with integer exponents.
Find the power of a power.
Simplify exponential expressions using the zero exponent property and the negative exponent property.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
Math in Focus
Coach Performance
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Number Lines, Integer
Chips, Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary,
Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
The potential for building and using personal
wealth includes responsibility to the broader
community and an understanding of the legal
rights and responsibilities of being a good
citizen.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
responsibility to the economy and personal
finance.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
employment.
9.2.8.CAP.9: Analyze how a variety of
activities related to career preparation (e.g.,
volunteering, apprenticeships, structured
learning experiences, dual enrollment, job
search, scholarships) impacts postsecondary
options.
There are variety of resources available to
help navigate the career planning process.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Gathering and evaluating knowledge and
information from a variety of sources,
including global perspectives, fosters
creativity and innovative thinking.
9.4.8.CI.1: Assess data gathered on varying
perspectives on causes of climate change
(e.g., crosscultural, gender-specific,
generational), and determine how the data
can best be used to design multiple potential
solutions (e.g., RI.7.9, 6.SP.B.5,
7.1.NH.IPERS.6, 8.2.8.ETW.4).

Detailed examples exist to illustrate
9.2.8.CAP.11: Analyze potential career
crediting others when incorporating their
9.1.8.EG.8: Analyze the impact of currency
opportunities by considering different types digital artifacts in one’s own work.
rates over a period of time and the impact on of resources, including occupation databases,
trade, employment, and income.
and state and national labor market statistics. 9.4.8.DC.1: Analyze the resource citations in
online materials for proper use.
There are a variety of factors that influence
Communication skills and responsible
how well suited a financial institution and/or
behavior in addition to education,
Digital tools make it possible to analyze and
service will be in meeting an individual’s
experience, certifications, and skills are all
interpret data, including text, images, and
financial needs.
factors that affect employment and income.
sound. These tools allow for broad concepts
and data to be more effectively
9.1.8.FI.4: Analyze the interest rates and fees
9.2.8.CAP.19: Relate academic achievement, communicated.
associated with financial products.
as represented by high school diplomas,
college degrees, and industry credentials, to 9.4.8.IML.5: Analyze and interpret local or
employability and to potential level.
public data sets to summarize and effectively

An individual’s values and emotions will
influence the ability to modify financial
behavior (when appropriate), which will
impact one’s financial well-being.
9.1.8.FP.4: Analyze how familial and
cultural values influence savings rates,
spending, and other financial decisions

communicate the data.
There is a need to produce and publish
media that has information supported with
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.14: Analyze the role of media in
delivering cultural, political, and other
societal messages.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and Equations
Cluster: Work with radicals and integer exponents
Standards: 8.EE.A.2 Use square root and cube root symbols to represent solutions to equations of the form x2 = p and x3 =
p, where p is a positive rational number. Evaluate square roots of small perfect squares and cube roots of small perfect
cubes. Know that

is irrational.

Essential Questions

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences

How do you evaluate cube roots and square roots?

Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as

How can you solve equations with squares and cubes?

square root, radical, principal square root, perfect square, cube root, etc.

To find a square root of a number, find the factor
whose square is equal to that number.

Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompt: The
square roots of perfect squares, like 64, are rational. Are square roots of
non-perfect squares, like 65, rational or irrational? Show your partner a
number between 10 and 20 that answers this question.

To find the cube root, find the factor whose cube is
equal to that number.

Sample Tasks:

Essential Understandings

Solve equations with squares by taking the square
root of each side of the equation.
Solve equations with cubes by taking the cube root
of each side of the equation.

Content Statements
Evaluate square roots and cube roots to solve problems.
Evaluate perfect squares and perfect cubes.
Solve equations involving perfect squares or cubes.
Solve equations involving imperfect squares or cubes.

A contractor is painting a wall in a bedroom. The area of the wall is 196
square feet. What is the length of each side of the wall?
Find the value of c in the equation c3 = 1,728.
(12)

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
Credit management includes making
informed choices about sources of credit and
requires an understanding of the cost of
credit.
9.1.8.CDM.4: Evaluate the application
process for different types of loans (e.g.,
credit card, mortgage, student loans).
There are a variety of factors that influence
how well suited a financial institution and/or
service will be in meeting an individual’s
financial needs.
9.1.8.FI.3: Evaluate the most appropriate
financial institutions to assist with meeting
various personal financial needs and goals.
An individual’s values and emotions will
influence the ability to modify financial
behavior (when appropriate), which will
impact one’s financial well-being.
9.1.8.FP.2: Evaluate the role of emotions,
attitudes, and behavior (rational and
irrational) in making financial decisions.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

There are variety of resources available to
help navigate the career planning process.

Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
problem.

9.2.8.CAP.10: Evaluate how careers have
evolved regionally, nationally, and globally.

9.4.8.CT.1: Evaluate diverse solutions
proposed by a variety of individuals,
organizations, and/or agencies to a local or
global problem, such as climate change, and
use critical thinking skills to predict which
one(s) are likely to be effective (e.g., MSETS1-2).

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.
9.2.8.CAP.14: Evaluate sources of income
and alternative resources to accurately
compare employment options.

Individuals can choose to accept some risk,
to take steps to avoid or reduce risk, or to
transfer risk to others through the purchase
of insurance.
9.1.8.RM.3: Evaluate the need for different
types of warranties.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and equations
Cluster: Work with radicals and integer exponents.
Standards: 8.EE.A.3 Use numbers expressed in the form of a single digit times an integer power of 10 to estimate very
large or very small quantities, and to express how many times as much one is than the other. For example, estimate the
population of the United States as 3 x 108 and the population of world as 7 x 109, and determine that the world population is 20
times greater.
Essential Questions
When would you use a power of 10 to estimate a quantity?

Essential Understandings
An estimate of a very small or very large quantity
can be written as a single digit times a power of ten.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.
Sample Task:
At sea level, the speed of sound is about 3 x 102 meters per second. The speed
of light is about 3 x 108 meters per second. About how many times faster is
the speed of light than the speed of sound at sea level? Explain how you got
your answer.
Students hold brief conversations regarding what they already know and
what they want to find out about scientific notation, coefficients, and the
power of 10.

Content Statements
Estimate and compare very large and very small quantities using powers of 10.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
The potential for building and using personal
wealth includes responsibility to the broader
community and an understanding of the legal
rights and responsibilities of being a good
citizen.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
experience, certifications, and skills are all
factors that affect employment and income.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Gathering and evaluating knowledge and
information from a variety of sources,
including global perspectives, fosters
creativity and innovative thinking.

9.2.8.CAP.19: Relate academic achievement, 9.4.8.CI.2: Repurpose an existing resource in
as represented by high school diplomas,
an innovative way (e.g., 8.2.8.NT.3).
college degrees, and industry credentials, to
employability and to potential level
Sources of information are evaluated for
accuracy and relevance when considering
There are resources to help an individual
the use of information.
There are strategies to increase your savings create a business plan to start or expand a
and limit debt.
business.
9.4.8.IML.7: Use information from a variety
of sources, contexts, disciplines, and cultures
9.1.8.CDM.2: Demonstrate an understanding 9.2.8.CAP.20: Identify the items to consider for a specific purpose (e.g., 1.2.8.C2a,
of the terminology associated with different when estimating the cost of funding a
1.4.8.CR2a, 2.1.8.CHSS/IV.8.AI.1, W.5.8,
types of credit (e.g., credit cards, installment business.
6.1.8.GeoSV.3.a, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.4.b,
loans, mortgages, lines of credit) and
7.1.NH. IPRET.8).
compare and calculate the interest rates
associated with each.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
responsibility to the economy and personal
finance.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
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●
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●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and Equations
Cluster: Work with radicals and integer exponents.
Standards: 8.EE.A.4 Perform operations with numbers expressed in scientific notation, including problems where both
decimal and scientific notation are used. Use scientific notation and choose units of appropriate size for measurement of
very large or very small quantities. Interpret scientific notation that has been generated by technology.
Essential Questions
What is scientific notation and why is it used?
How does using scientific notation help when computing
with very large or very small numbers?

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.

Scientific notation is an efficient way to write very
small or very large numbers.

Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss and complete the
following prompt:
Why are the exponents added when the numbers are multiplied? Write
out the multiplication of 103 and 104 to see. Why does adding still work if
one or both exponents are negative?

Operating with numbers in scientific notation is an
efficient way to add, subtract, multiply, and divide
very large or very small numbers.

Sample Task:

Essential Understandings

The diameter of a grain of sand is about 0.0024 inch. About how many
grains of sand would be needed to cover a distance of 1 x 106 inches? Select
the two correct answers.
4.2 x 108 ☑
4.2 x 109
2.4 x 103
420,000,000 ☑
2,400
If students are struggling with this problem, provide students with the
suggested Hint Card: Are you dividing the diameter of a grain of sand by
the total distance or the total distance by the diameter of the grain of sand?

Content Statements
Write very large and very small numbers in scientific notation.
Convert scientific notation to standard form.
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers in scientific notation.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to increase your savings
and limit debt.
9.1.8.CDM.2: Demonstrate an understanding
of the terminology associated with different
types of credit (e.g., credit cards, installment
loans, mortgages, lines of credit) and
compare and calculate the interest rates
associated with each.
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
employment.
9.2.8.CAP.7: Devise a strategy to minimize
costs of postsecondary education.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
problem.
9.4.8.CT.2: Develop multiple solutions to a
problem and evaluate short- and long-term
effects to determine the most plausible
option (e.g., MS-ETS1-4, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.1).

Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
experience, certifications, and skills are all
factors that affect employment and income.

Digital technology and data can be leveraged
by communities to address effects of climate
change.

9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
choices may impact the job application
process.

9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
data and technology to develop measures to
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities).
Awareness of and appreciation for cultural
differences is critical to avoid barriers to
productive and positive interaction.
9.4.8.GCA.2: Demonstrate openness to
diverse ideas and perspectives through active
discussions to achieve a group goal.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
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●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and Equations
Cluster: Understand the connections between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations
Standards: 8.EE.B.5 Graph proportional relationships, interpreting the unit rate as the slope of the graph. Compare two
different proportional relationships represented in different ways. For example, compare a distance-time graph to a
distance-time equation to determine which of two moving objects has greater speed.
Essential Questions
How can we analyze connections between linear equations,
and use them to solve problems?
How can you compare proportional relationships
represented in different ways?

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompt:
Martin is filling his bathtub, but he left the drain partially open. Martin
knows that it takes 8 minutes to fill his 40-gallon tub. The equation v = 2.5t
represents the volume, v, of water that drains out of the tub in t minutes. If
Martin leaves the water on, will the tub ever overflow? Use unit rates to
justify your answer.

Essential Understandings
Proportional relationships can be represented using
different models, including graphs, tables, and
equations.

Sample Task:
Compare the equation y = ¼ x to the table below. Do they have the same
slope? Explain.

Provide students data in graphs. Have students work in groups to graph the
data. Students present the graphs, making connections of the data to the visual
representations, to the class.

Content Statements
Analyze equations, linear graphs, and tables to find unit rates and compare proportional relationships.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Open Coordinate Graphs,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary,
Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
Philanthropic and charitable organizations
play important roles in supporting the
interests of individuals and local and global
communities and the issues that affect them.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
employment.

9.2.8.CAP.6: Compare the costs of
9.1.8.CR.1: Compare and contrast the role of postsecondary education with the potential
philanthropy, volunteer service, and charities increase in income from a career of choice.
in community development and the quality
of life in a variety of cultures.
Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
Individuals can use their talents, resources,
employment.
and abilities to give back.
9.2.8.CAP.8: Compare education and
9.1.8.CR.2: Compare various ways to give
training requirements, income potential, and
back through strengths, passions, goals, and primary duties of at least two jobs of
other personal factors.
interest.
There are strategies to increase your savings
and limit debt.
9.1.8.CDM.1: Compare and contrast the use
of credit cards and debit cards for specific
purchases and the advantages and
disadvantages of using each.
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.1: Compare prices for the same

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.
9.2.8.CAP.13: Compare employee benefits
when evaluating employment interests and
explain the possible impact on personal
finances.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An essential aspect of problem solving is
being able to self-reflect on why possible
solutions for solving problems were or were
not successful.
9.4.8.CT.3: Compare past problem-solving
solutions to local, national, or global issues
and analyze the factors that led to a positive
or negative outcome.
There are ethical and unethical uses of
information and media.
9.4.8.IML.9: Distinguish between ethical
and unethical uses of information and media
(e.g., 1.5.8.CR3b, 8.2.8.EC.2).
Digital tools allow for remote collaboration
and rapid sharing of ideas unrestricted by
geographic location or time.
9.4.8.TL.5: Compare the process and
effectiveness of synchronous collaboration
and asynchronous collaboration.

goods or services.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and Equations
Cluster: Understand the connections between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations
Standards: 8.EE.B.6 Use similar triangles to explain why the slope m is the same between any two distinct points on a nonvertical line in the coordinate plane; derive the equation y = mx for a line through the origin and the equation
y = mx + b for a line intercepting the vertical axis at b.
Essential Questions
What is slope?
How does slope relate to the equation for a proportional
relationship?
What is the y-intercept and what does it indicate?
What is the equation of a line for a non proportional
Relationship?

Essential Understandings
Slope is a measure of the steepness of a line and is
equal to the rate of change between quantities. In a
proportional relationship, slope is the same as the unit
rate and the constant of proportionality.
The slope, constant of proportionality, and unit rate are
equal for proportional relationships.
The y-intercept of a line is the y-coordinate of the
point where the graph of the line crosses the y-axis.
Its meaning depends on the context of the graph.
The slope-intercept form for a linear equation,
y=mx+b, gives information to sketch a graph of the line.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together through Problem-Based Learning to Solve and
Discuss problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning, hear
other students’ thinking, and analyze other students’ answers.
Math Journal: Why is the slope between any two points on a straight line
always the same? Use applicable math terms in your response.
Sample Tasks:
In the fall, Keysie earns money as a soccer referee for her town’s under-10
soccer league. So far, she has worked 5 games and has been paid $98.50. She
will work a total of 14 games this fall. How can Keysie determine how much
money she will earn refereeing soccer games this fall?
Katherine rents a bike for a day of sightseeing. The bike shop charges $3.50
per hour, plus an equipment fee of $7.00.
What is the equation of the line she can use to find the cost for x number of
hours? Graph a line to represent the situation. Then write the linear equation.

Content Statements
Find the slope of a line using different strategies.
Interpret a slope in context and relate it to steepness on a graph.
Understand how the constant of proportionality and the slope relate in a linear equation.
Write a linear equation in the form y=mx when the slope is given.
Graph a linear equation in the form y=mx.
Interpret and extend the table or graph of a linear relationship to find its y-intercept.
Analyze graphs in context to determine and explain the meaning of the y-intercept.
Graph a line from an equation in the form y=mx+b.
Write an equation that represents the given graph of a line.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Open Coordinate Graphs,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math

DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf PAGES 20-22
Insurance can protect your personal finances.
9.1.8.RM.4: Explain the purpose of insurance
products and the reasons for property product
and liability insurance protection.
A budget aligned with an individual’s financial
goals can help prepare for life events.
9.1.8.PB.2: Explain how different circumstances
can affect one’s personal budget.
9.1.8.PB.3: Explain how to create budget that
aligns with financial goals.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf PAGES 37-40

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.
9.2.8.CAP.14: Evaluate sources of income and
alternative resources to accurately compare
employment options.
Communication skills and responsible behavior
in addition to education, experience,
certifications, and skills are all factors that affect
employment and income.
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal behavior,
appearance, attitudes, and other choices may
impact the job application process.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf PAGES 43-52

There is a need to produce and publish media
that has information supported with quality
evidence and is intended for authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals may
experience the same media message differently.
Digital technology and data can be leveraged by
communities to address effects of climate
change.
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use data
and technology to develop measures to respond
to effects of climate change (e.g., smart cities).
Digital footprints are publicly accessible, even if
only shared with a select group. Appropriate
measures such as proper interactions can protect
online reputations

9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
digitally is public and can be searched, copied,
and potentially seen by public audiences.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and Equations
Cluster: Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations.
Standards: 8.EE.C.7 Solve linear equations in one variable.
8.EE.C.7a Give examples of linear equations in one variable with one solution, infinitely many solutions, or no solutions. Show
which of these possibilities is the case by successively transforming the given equation into simpler forms, until an equivalent
equation of the form x=a, a=a, or a=b results (where a and b are different numbers).
8.EE.C.7b Solve linear equations with rational number coefficients, including equations whose solutions require expanding
expressions using the distributive property and collecting like terms.
Essential Questions
How do you solve equations that contain like terms?
How do you use inverse operations to solve equations with
variables on both sides?
How can you use the distributive property to solve
multi-step equations?
Will a one-variable equation always have only one solution?

Essential Understandings
Combining like terms that are on one side of an
equation makes it easier to solve for the variable by
using inverse operations.
To solve a linear equation that has variable terms on
both sides of the equation, first use inverse
operations to move all variable terms to one side of
the equation and constant terms to the other. Then,
isolate the variable.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Engage students in solving real-world problem using the following link:
Dan Meyer - 3 Act Math List. Suggested activities include Ditch Diggers.
Sample Tasks:
Selena spends $53.94 to buy a necklace and bracelet set for each of her
friends. Each necklace costs $9.99, and each bracelet costs $7.99. How many
necklace and bracelet sets, s, did Selena buy?
The Great Karlo called twins Jasmine and James onto the stage. He told
Jasmine to multiply her age by 3 and add 6. Then multiply this sum by 2. He
told James to multiply his age by 2 and add 4. Then multiply this sum by 3.
He predicted they will both get the same answer. Is The Great Karlo correct?
Prove your thinking.
Classify the equation 64x - 16 = 16(4x - 1) as having one solution, no solution
or infinite solutions.

The distributive property is an important tool for
simplifying expressions and combining like terms.
Equations with one variable can have zero, one, or infinitely
many solutions.

Content Statements
Combine like terms.
Solve equations with like terms on both sides of the equation.
Make sense of scenarios and represent them with equations.
Plan multiple solution pathways and choose one to find the solution.
Determine the number of solutions to an equation.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Open Coordinate Graphs,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary,
Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet

Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
Individuals can choose to accept some risk,
to take steps to avoid or reduce risk, or to
transfer risk to others through the purchase
of insurance.
9.1.8.RM.2: Analyze the need for and value
of different types of insurance and the
impact of deductibles in protecting assets
against loss.
An individual’s values and emotions will
influence the ability to modify financial
behavior (when appropriate), which will
impact one’s financial well-being.
9.1.8.FP.4: Analyze how familial and
cultural values influence savings rates,
spending, and other financial decisions.
There are a variety of factors that influence
how well suited a financial institution and/or
service will be in meeting an individual’s
financial needs.
9.1.8.FI.4: Analyze the interest rates and fees
associated with financial products.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
employment.
9.2.8.CAP.9: Analyze how a variety of
activities related to career preparation (e.g.,
volunteering, apprenticeships, structured
learning experiences, dual enrollment, job
search, scholarships) impacts postsecondary
options.
There are variety of resources available to
help navigate the career planning process.
9.2.8.CAP.12: Assess personal strengths,
talents, values, and interests to appropriate
jobs and careers to maximize career
potential.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
even if only shared with a select group.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.4.8.DC.6: Analyze online information to
distinguish whether it is helpful or harmful
to reputation.
Digital tools make it possible to analyze and
interpret data, including text, images, and
sound. These tools allow for broad concepts
and data to be more effectively
communicated.
9.4.8.IML.5: Analyze and interpret local or
public data sets to summarize and effectively
communicate the data.
There is a need to produce and publish
media that has information supported with
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.14: Analyze the role of media in
delivering cultural, political, and other
societal messages.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

notes and
examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Expressions and Equations
Cluster: Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations.
Standards: 8.EE.C.8 Analyze and solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations.
8.EE.C.8a Understand that solutions to a system of two linear equations in two variables correspond to points of intersection of their graphs,
because points of intersection satisfy both equations simultaneously.
8.EE.C.8b Solve systems of two linear equations in two variables algebraically, and estimate solutions by graphing equations. Solve Simple
cases by inspection. For example, 3x+2y=5 and 3x+2y=6 have no solution because 3x+2y cannot simultaneously be 5 and 6.
8.EE.C.8c Solve real-world and mathematical problems leading to two linear equations in two variables. For example, given coordinates for
two pairs of points, determine whether the line through the first pair of points intersects the line through the second pair.

Essential Questions
How are slopes and y-intercepts related to the number of
solutions of a system of linear equation?
How does the graph of a system of linear equations
represent its solution?
When is substitution a useful method for solving systems of
equations?
How are the properties of equality used to solve systems of

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Engage students in solving real-world problem using the following link: Dan
Meyer - 3 Act Math List. Suggested activities include Playing Catch Up and
Coin Counting.
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.

linear equations?

Essential Understandings
A system of linear equations can have no solution,
one solution, or infinitely many solutions. The
number of solutions is based on the number of
intersection points of the lines in the system. The
number of solutions can be determined by comparing
the slopes and y-intercepts of the equations.
The solution to a linear system is the point of points

On graph paper or dry erase grids students draw three pairs of lines, each
showing a different way that two lines can intersect or not intersect. Students
talk about how each pair of lines are related.
Activity- 3 Act Math: Ups and Downs -found in 3 ACT Math Resources

Sample Tasks:

at which the lines intersect.
Substitution is a useful method for solving a system
of linear equations.
Elimination can be used to solve a system of linear
equations by adding or subtracting the equations to
eliminate one variable.

Solve this system using substitution
3.25x - 1.5y = 1.25
13x - 6y = 10
The perimeter of a rectangular frame is 36 inches. The length is 2 inches
greater than the width. What are the dimensions of the frame?

Content Statements
Examine graphs of linear systems of equations to determine the number of solutions, based on number of intersection points.
Compare the equations in a linear system to look for a relationship between the number of solutions and the slopes and y-intercepts of the equations.
Create and examine graphs of linear systems of equations to determine the solution.
Understand how substitution can be used to solve a linear system of equations.
Understand how the process of elimination can be used to solve a system of linear equations with no solution, one solution, or infinitely many solutions.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Journals, Open Coordinate Graphs,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary,
Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket

Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
Individuals can choose to accept some risk,
to take steps to avoid or reduce risk, or to
transfer risk to others through the purchase
of insurance.
9.1.8.RM.2: Analyze the need for and value
of different types of insurance and the
impact of deductibles in protecting assets
against loss.
An individual’s values and emotions will
influence the ability to modify financial
behavior (when appropriate), which will
impact one’s financial well-being.
9.1.8.FP.4: Analyze how familial and
cultural values influence savings rates,
spending, and other financial decisions.
There are a variety of factors that influence
how well suited a financial institution and/or
service will be in meeting an individual’s
financial needs.
9.1.8.FI.4: Analyze the interest rates and fees
associated with financial products.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
employment.
9.2.8.CAP.9: Analyze how a variety of
activities related to career preparation (e.g.,
volunteering, apprenticeships, structured
learning experiences, dual enrollment, job
search, scholarships) impacts postsecondary
options.
There are variety of resources available to
help navigate the career planning process.
9.2.8.CAP.12: Assess personal strengths,
talents, values, and interests to appropriate
jobs and careers to maximize career
potential.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
even if only shared with a select group.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.4.8.DC.6: Analyze online information to
distinguish whether it is helpful or harmful
to reputation.
Digital tools make it possible to analyze and
interpret data, including text, images, and
sound. These tools allow for broad concepts
and data to be more effectively
communicated.
9.4.8.IML.5: Analyze and interpret local or
public data sets to summarize and effectively
communicate the data.
There is a need to produce and publish
media that has information supported with
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.14: Analyze the role of media in
delivering cultural, political, and other
societal messages.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Functions
Cluster: Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
Standards: 8.F.A.1 Understand that a function is a rule that assigns to each input exactly one output. The graph of a
function is the set of ordered pairs consisting of an input and the corresponding output.
Essential Questions

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences

When is a relation a function?

Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as

What are different representations of a function?

relation, function, input, output, ordered pair, initial value, linear
and nonlinear functions, interval, etc.

Essential Understandings
A relation is a set of ordered pairs. A function is a relation
in which each input, or x-value, has exactly one output, or
y-value. Arrow diagrams and tables can be used to
determine whether a relation is a function.
Different representations, sucy as equations, tables,
and graphs, can represent a function. The graph of a
linear function is a straight line; the graph of a
nonlinear function is not a straight line.

Content Statements

Given ordered pairs or value tables, students use the vertical line test to
determine if the numerical relationships are functions. (The graph of a
function will intersect with any vertical line only once.)
Sample Task:
Which three of the following sets of ordered pairs represent a function?
{(2,5), (1,6), (-3,5), (0,1)} ☑
{(-1,1), (1,1), (2,4), (3,9)} ☑
{(0,6), (-5,12), (2,7), (0,-5)}
y = 3x2 - 5x + 12 ☑
x2 - y2 = 1

Identify whether a relation is a function.
Interpret a function.
Identify functions in different representations: equations, tables, and graphs.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Marketing techniques are designed to
Early planning can provide more options to
encourage individuals to purchase items they pay for postsecondary training and
may not need or want.
employment.

Digital tools allow for remote collaboration
and rapid sharing of ideas unrestricted by
geographic location or time.

9.1.8.FP.6: Compare and contrast advertising 9.2.8.CAP.6: Compare the costs of
messages to understand what they are trying postsecondary education with the potential
to accomplish.
increase in income from a career of choice.

9.4.8.TL.5: Compare the process and
effectiveness of synchronous collaboration
and asynchronous collaboration.

Credit history affects personal finances.

An essential aspect of problem solving is
being able to self-reflect on why possible
solutions for solving problems were or were
not successful.

9.1.8.CP.5: Compare the financial products
and services available to borrowers relative
to their credit worthiness.
Credit management includes making
informed choices about sources of credit and
requires an understanding of the cost of
credit.
9.1.8.CDM.3: Compare and contrast loan
management strategies, including interest
charges and total principal repayment costs.

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.
9.2.8.CAP.13: Compare employee benefits
when evaluating employment interests and
explain the possible impact on personal
finances.

9.4.8.CT.3: Compare past problem-solving
solutions to local, national, or global issues
and analyze the factors that led to a positive
or negative outcome.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Functions
Cluster: Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
Standard: 8.F.A.2 Compare properties (e.g., rate of change, intercepts, domain and range) of two functions each
represented in a different way (algebraically, graphically, numerically in tables, or by descriptions. For example, given a
linear function represented by a table of values and a linear function represented by an algebraic expression, determine which
function has the greater rate of change.
Essential Questions
How can you compare two functions?
How can you use a function to represent a linear relationship?

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.

Essential Understandings
Two functions presented in different representations
can be compared by looking at their properties:
initial value and constant rate of change.

Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
relation, function, constant rate of change, initial value, linear and non-linear
functions, interval, etc.

A function that represents a linear relationship
between two quantities can be represented by an
equation written in the form y=mx+b.

Sample Task:
MobileWorld offers a texting plan that costs $5 per month plus $0.10 for each
text sent or received. TextRight offers a plan whose total cost, c , can be
modeled using the equation c = 0.07t + 10, where t is the total number of texts
sent or received. Which company charges the lower per-text rate? Explain.

Content Statements
Compare properties of linear functions in different representations.
Compare properties of linear and nonlinear functions in different representations.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Marketing techniques are designed to
Early planning can provide more options to
encourage individuals to purchase items they pay for postsecondary training and
may not need or want.
employment.

Digital tools allow for remote collaboration
and rapid sharing of ideas unrestricted by
geographic location or time.

9.1.8.FP.6: Compare and contrast advertising 9.2.8.CAP.6: Compare the costs of
messages to understand what they are trying postsecondary education with the potential
to accomplish.
increase in income from a career of choice.

9.4.8.TL.5: Compare the process and
effectiveness of synchronous collaboration
and asynchronous collaboration.

Credit history affects personal finances.

An essential aspect of problem solving is
being able to self-reflect on why possible
solutions for solving problems were or were
not successful.

9.1.8.CP.5: Compare the financial products
and services available to borrowers relative
to their credit worthiness.
Credit management includes making
informed choices about sources of credit and
requires an understanding of the cost of
credit.
9.1.8.CDM.3: Compare and contrast loan
management strategies, including interest
charges and total principal repayment costs.

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.
9.2.8.CAP.13: Compare employee benefits
when evaluating employment interests and
explain the possible impact on personal
finances.

9.4.8.CT.3: Compare past problem-solving
solutions to local, national, or global issues
and analyze the factors that led to a positive
or negative outcome.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
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Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
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●
●
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Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
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●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Functions
Cluster: Define, evaluate, and compare functions
Standards: 8.F.A.3 Interpret the equation y = mx + b as defining a linear function, whose graph is a straight line; give
examples of functions that are not linear. For example, the function A = S2 giving the area of a square as a function of its side
length is not linear because its graph contains the points (1,1), (2,4), and (3,9), which are not a straight line.
Essential Questions
How can you compare two functions?
How can you describe the association of two data sets?
How do linear models help you to make a prediction?

Essential Understandings
Two functions presented in different representations
can be compared by looking at their properties: initial
value and constant rate of change.
A trend line on a scatter plot approximates the linear
association between the paired data. Scatter plots can
show a linear or nonlinear association, or no
association.
Trend lines in linear models can help with making
predictions about a set of data. By determining the
equation of a linear model, predictions of an outcome
can be made.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
relation, function, constant rate of change, initial value, linear and non-linear
functions, interval, etc.
Sample Tasks:
The table represents a linear function. Find the values of a and b.
x

a

-3

0

2

7

y

15

11

5

b

-9

(a= -5, b= 1)
Look at each function. Select the nonlinear functions.
The number of minutes m to cook c cups of rice
The volume V of a cube with side lengths of s ☑
The distance walked after m minutes at r feet per minute
The cost c for t tickets to the museum
The value v of a car that depreciates at 15% annually ☑

Content Statements
Compare properties of linear functions in different representations.
Compare properties of linear and nonlinear functions in different representations.
Recognize whether the paired data has a linear association, a nonlinear association, or no association.
Draw a trend line to determine whether a linear association is positive or negative and strong or weak.
Use the slope and y-intercept of a trend line to make a prediction.
Make a prediction when no equation is given by drawing trend lines and writing the equation of the linear model.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Marketing techniques are designed to
Early planning can provide more options to
encourage individuals to purchase items they pay for postsecondary training and
may not need or want.
employment.

Digital tools allow for remote collaboration
and rapid sharing of ideas unrestricted by
geographic location or time.

9.1.8.FP.6: Compare and contrast advertising 9.2.8.CAP.6: Compare the costs of
messages to understand what they are trying postsecondary education with the potential
to accomplish.
increase in income from a career of choice.

9.4.8.TL.5: Compare the process and
effectiveness of synchronous collaboration
and asynchronous collaboration.

Credit history affects personal finances.

An essential aspect of problem solving is
being able to self-reflect on why possible
solutions for solving problems were or were
not successful.

9.1.8.CP.5: Compare the financial products
and services available to borrowers relative
to their credit worthiness.
Credit management includes making
informed choices about sources of credit and
requires an understanding of the cost of
credit.
9.1.8.CDM.3: Compare and contrast loan
management strategies, including interest
charges and total principal repayment costs.

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.
9.2.8.CAP.13: Compare employee benefits
when evaluating employment interests and
explain the possible impact on personal
finances.

9.4.8.CT.3: Compare past problem-solving
solutions to local, national, or global issues
and analyze the factors that led to a positive
or negative outcome.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
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directions and
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calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Functions
Cluster: Use functions to model relationships between quantities.
Standards: 8.F.B.4 Construct a function to model a linear relationship between two quantities. Determine the rate of
change and initial value of the function from a description of a relationship or from two (x,y) values, including reading
these from a table or from a graph. Interpret the rate of change and the initial value of a linear function in terms of the
situation it models, and in terms of its graph or a table of values.
Essential Questions

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences

How can you use a function to represent a linear
relationship?
How can you describe the association of two data sets?

Engage students in solving real-world problem using the following link:
Dan Meyer - 3 Act Math List. Suggested activities include 25 Billion Apps.

How do linear models help you to make a prediction?

Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
relation, function, constant rate of change, initial value, linear and non-linear
functions, interval, etc.

Essential Understandings
A function that represents a linear relationship between
two quantities can be represented by an equation
written in the form y=mx+b.
A trend line on a scatter plot approximates the linear
association between the paired data. Scatter plots can
show a linear or nonlinear association, or no
association.
Trend lines in linear models can help with making
predictions about a set of data. By determining the
equation of a linear model, predictions of an outcome
can be made.

Sample Task:
At a home improvement store, customers can rent a small cargo truck to
transport any large items they purchase. The store charges $20 as a rental fee
plus $7.50 per hour to rent the truck.
Identify the initial value and the rate of change for the function that represents
the situation.
Write an equation in slope-intercept form that represents the situation.
Explain how you can use the equation to determine the total cost of renting the
truck for 5 hours. Activity- 3 Act Math: Ups and Downs -found in 3 ACT
Math Resources

Content Statements
Construct a linear function to model a relationship using an equation in the form y=mx+b.
Recognize whether the paired data has a linear association, a nonlinear association, or no association.
Draw a trend line to determine whether a linear association is positive or negative and strong or weak.
Use the slope and y-intercept of a trend line to make a prediction.
Make a prediction when no equation is given by drawing trend lines and writing the equation of the linear model.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
A budget aligned with an individual’s
financial goals can help prepare for life
events.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
experience, certifications, and skills are all
factors that affect employment and income.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Awareness of and appreciation for cultural
differences is critical to avoid barriers to
productive and positive interaction.

9.1.8.PB.4: Construct a simple personal
9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate
savings and spending plan based on various 9.2.8.CAP.15: Present how the demand for
cultural differences with sensitivity and
sources of income and different stages of life certain skills, the job market, and credentials respect (e.g., 1.5.8.C1a).
(e.g. teenager, young adult, family).
can determine an individual’s earning power.
Some digital tools are appropriate for
Goals (e.g., higher education, autos, and
9.2.8.CAP.17: Prepare a sample resume and gathering, organizing, analyzing, and
homes, retirement), affect your finances.
cover letter as part of an application process. presenting information, while other types of
digital tools are appropriate for creating text,
9.1.8.PB.6: Construct a budget to save for
visualizations, models, and communicating
short-term, long term, and charitable goals
with others.
9.4.8.TL.1: Construct a spreadsheet in order
to analyze multiple data sets, identify
relationships, and facilitate data-based
decision-making.
9.4.8.TL.2: Gather data and digitally
represent information to communicate a realworld problem (e.g., MS-ESS3-4,
6.1.8.EconET.1, 6.1.8.CivicsPR.4).

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Functions
Cluster: Use functions to model relationships between quantities.
Standards: 8.F.B.5 Describe qualitatively the functional relationship between two quantities by analyzing a graph (e.g.
where the function is increasing or decreasing, linear or nonlinear). Sketch a graph that exhibits the qualitative features of
a function that has been described verbally.
Essential Questions
How does a qualitative graph describe the relationship
between quantities?
How does the sketch of a graph of a function help describe
its behavior?

Essential Understandings
The relationship between two quantities can be
represented in a qualitative graph that shows the
behavior of the function in different intervals.
You can use what you know about the behavior of a
function in different intervals to sketch a qualitative
graph of a function.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together through Problem-Based Learning using Solve and
Discuss It problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and
hear other students’ thinking.
Engage students in building Mathematical Literacy, Vocabulary Support,
Reteach, and/or Enrichment activities.
Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompt:
Think of a distance-time scenario in your life or make one up. (ie. riding
your bike to and from school, the speed felt when riding on a roller coaster,
running a race, etc.) Draw a graph representing the scenario you came up
with. Properly label the axes with appropriate units and label the graph at
high points, low points, or plateaus. Include a brief paragraph of the
scenario. Present your scenario to the class.
Sample Task:
Graph a function that has the following characteristics:
It is decreasing for all values of x between 0 and 4.
It is constant for all values of x between 4 and 7.
It is increasing for all values of x greater than 7.
Its graph contains the points (3,5) and (5,3).
A piece of the graph is a curve.

Content Statements
Describe qualitatively the behavior of a function by analyzing its graph.
Describe the graph of a function at each interval.
Draw a qualitative graph of a function based on a verbal description.
Analyze and interpret the sketch of a graph of a function.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
A budget aligned with an individual’s
financial goals can help prepare for life
events.

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
experience, certifications, and skills are all
factors that affect employment and income.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Awareness of and appreciation for cultural
differences is critical to avoid barriers to
productive and positive interaction.

9.1.8.PB.4: Construct a simple personal
9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate
savings and spending plan based on various 9.2.8.CAP.15: Present how the demand for
cultural differences with sensitivity and
sources of income and different stages of life certain skills, the job market, and credentials respect (e.g., 1.5.8.C1a).
(e.g. teenager, young adult, family).
can determine an individual’s earning power.
Some digital tools are appropriate for
Goals (e.g., higher education, autos, and
9.2.8.CAP.17: Prepare a sample resume and gathering, organizing, analyzing, and
homes, retirement), affect your finances.
cover letter as part of an application process. presenting information, while other types of
digital tools are appropriate for creating text,
9.1.8.PB.6: Construct a budget to save for
visualizations, models, and communicating
short-term, long term, and charitable goals
with others.
9.4.8.TL.1: Construct a spreadsheet in order
to analyze multiple data sets, identify
relationships, and facilitate data-based
decision-making.
9.4.8.TL.2: Gather data and digitally
represent information to communicate a realworld problem (e.g., MS-ESS3-4,
6.1.8.EconET.1, 6.1.8.CivicsPR.4).

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and
examples for math
notebooks

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software
Standards: 8.G.A.1 Verify experimentally the properties of rotations, reflections, and translations:
8.G.A.1a Lines are transformed to lines, and line segments to line segments of the same length.
8.G.A.1b Angles are transformed to angles of the same measure.
8.G.A.1c Parallel lines are transformed to parallel lines.
Essential Questions
How does a translation affect the properties of a
two-dimensional figure?
How does a reflection affect the properties of a
two-dimensional figure?
How does a rotation affect the properties of a
two-dimensional figure?
How can you use a sequence of transformations to map a
preimage to its image?

Essential Understandings
A translation (slide) is a transformation that moves
every point of a figure the same distance and the
same direction.
A reflection (flip) creates images that have the same
size and shape, but different orientation. The
preimage and image are the same distance from the
line of reflection but on opposite sides.
A rotation is created by moving each point of the
preimage around a fixed point. The image and
preimage have the same size, shape, and orientation.When one
transformation will not map a preimage into its image, a
sequence of transformations is needed.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear other
students’ thinking
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as preimage, transformation, image, translation, reflection, rotation, rigid
transformation, congruent, etc.
Students draw a clock face. With one color pen or pencil, they draw a curve between
the 12 and the 3 showing a clockwise rotation. With another color they draw a curve
between the 12 and the 9 showing a counter-clockwise rotation. Students compare
their drawings with other students and discuss.
Students understand that translation is a “slide”, that rotation is a “turn”, and that
reflection is a “flip”.
Sample Tasks: A 75-degree angle is rotated 270 degrees clockwise. What is the
measure of the angle after the rotation? (75°)
Equilateral triangle ABC is rotated 90° about the origin. What is the degree
measure of each angle in the image of triangle ABC ? (60°)

Content Statements
Understand translations.
Translate a figure on a coordinate plane.
Describe a translation.
Understand and describe a reflection.
Reflect two-dimensional figures.
Identify and perform a rotation.
Determine how rotation affects a two-dimensional figure.
Understand a sequence of transformations.
Describe and perform a sequence of transformations.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate Grids, Journals,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick

Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

The potential for building and using personal
wealth includes responsibility to the broader
community and an understanding of the legal
rights and responsibilities of being a good
citizen

There are variety of resources available to
help navigate the career planning process.

9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
financial decisions.

Employee benefits can influence your
employment choices.

Credit management includes making
informed choices about sources of credit and
requires an understanding of the cost of
credit.
9.1.8.CDM.4: Evaluate the application
process for different types of loans (e.g.,
credit card, mortgage, student loans).

There are a variety of factors that influence
how well suited a financial institution and/or
service will be in meeting an individual’s
financial needs.
9.1.8.FI.3: Evaluate the most appropriate

9.2.8.CAP.10: Evaluate how careers have
evolved regionally, nationally, and globally.

9.2.8.CAP.14: Evaluate sources of income
and alternative resources to accurately
compare employment options

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Gathering and evaluating knowledge and
information from a variety of sources,
including global perspectives, fosters
creativity and innovative thinking.
9.4.8.CI.3: Examine challenges that may
exist in the adoption of new ideas (e.g.,
2.1.8.SSH, 6.1.8.CivicsPD.2).
Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
problem.

9.4.8.CT.1: Evaluate diverse solutions
Communication skills and responsible
proposed by a variety of individuals,
behavior in addition to education,
organizations, and/or agencies to a local or
experience, certifications, and skills are all
global problem, such as climate change, and
factors that affect employment and income.
use critical thinking skills to predict which
one(s) are likely to be effective (e.g., MS9.2.8.CAP.19: Relate academic achievement, ETS1-2).
as represented by high school diplomas,
college degrees, and industry credentials, to There are ethical and unethical uses of
employability and to potential level
information and media.
9.4.8.IML.10: Examine the consequences of
the uses of media (e.g., RI.8.7).

financial institutions to assist with meeting
various personal financial needs and goals.
Individuals can choose to accept some risk,
to take steps to avoid or reduce risk, or to
transfer risk to others through the purchase
of insurance.
9.1.8.RM.3: Evaluate the need for different
types of warranties.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software
Standards: 8.G.A.2 Understand that a two-dimensional figure is congruent to another if the second can be obtained from
the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, and translations; given two congruent figures, describe a sequence that
exhibits the congruence between them.
Essential Questions
How can you show that two figures are either congruent or
similar to one another?
How does a sequence of translations, reflections, and
rotations result in congruent figures?

Essential Understandings
A sequence of translations, reflections, and rotations
can map one figure to another without changing its
shape or size.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.
Sample Tasks:
A rectangle in Quadrant I is transformed to produce a congruent rectangle in
Quadrant II. Which could describe the transformation?
Translation 8 units down
Reflection across the y-axis ☑
90° clockwise rotation about the origin
180° clockwise rotation about the origin
Anna translates triangle ABC 5 units to the right to produce triangle DEF.
Then she reflects triangle DEF across the x-axis to produce triangle GHI. Is
the statement ABC ≅ GHI true? Explain why or why not.

Content Statements
Understand congruence of figures using a series of transformations.
Identify congruent figures.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate Grids, Journals,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary,
Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.1: Explain how taxes affect
disposable income and the difference
between net and gross income.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.
9.1.8.EG.3: Explain the concept and forms
of taxation and evaluate how local, state and
federal governments use taxes to fund public
activities and initiatives.
9.1.8.EG.6: Explain the economic principle
of the circular flow of money in different
situations regarding buying products or
services from a local or national business

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
choices, and interests affect employment and even if only shared with a select group.
income.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
responsibility to the economy and personal
digitally is public and can be searched,
finance.
copied, and potentially seen by public
audiences.
9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
Digital technology and data can be leveraged
financial decisions.
by communities to address effects of climate
change.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
experience, certifications, and skills are all
data and technology to develop measures to
factors that affect employment and income.
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities)
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
There is a need to produce and publish
choices may impact the job application
media that has information supported with
process.
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals
may experience the same media message
differently.

and buying imported or domestic goods.
9.1.8.EG.7: Explain the effect of the
economy (e.g., inflation, unemployment) on
personal income, individual and family
security, and consumer decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software
Standards: 8.G.A.3 Describe the effect of dilations, translations, rotations, and reflections on two dimensional figures using
coordinates.
Essential Questions
How can you show that two figures are either congruent or
similar to one another?
How does a translation, reflection, or rotation affect the

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
dilation, scale factor, enlargement, reduction, identity transformation, center
of dilation, etc.

properties of a two-dimensional figure?

Essential Understandings
A translation (slide) is a transformation that moves
every point of a figure the same distance and the
same direction.
A reflection (flip) creates images that have the same
size and shape, but different orientation. The
preimage and image are the same distance from the
line of reflection but on opposite sides.
A rotation is created by moving each point of the
preimage around a fixed point. The image and
preimage have the same size, shape, and orientation.
When one transformation will not map a preimage
into its image, a sequence of transformations is
needed.
A sequence of translations, reflections, and rotations
can map one figure to another without changing its
shape or size.
A dilation is a transformation that changes the size of
a figure. In a dilation, the preimage and image have

Students Turn and Talk with a partner to complete the following prompt:
The vertices of a triangle are at x(0,0), y(0,6), and z(10,0). After a dilation
of the triangle, the vertices of the new triangle are x’(0,0), y’(0,6), and
z’(10,0). Explain how to find the scale factor for this transformation. What
is the scale factor?
Sample Task:
Which of the following rotations produce an image at (-4,8)? Rotate the point (4,8) 180° ☑
Rotate the point (4,-8) clockwise 90°
Rotate the point (8,-4) clockwise 270°
Rotate the point (8,4)180°
Rotate the point (-8,4) counterclockwise 90° ☑
Rotate the point (8,-4) counterclockwise 270° ☑
Recall prior knowledge of what students should know. Coherence linked to

the same shape, angle measures, and proportions.

standard 7.RP.A.2 and 6.G.A.3.

Two-dimensional figures are similar if there is a sequence
of translations, reflections, rotations, and dilations that
map one figure onto the other.

Students understand that translation is a “slide”, that rotation is a “turn”, and
that reflection is a “flip”.

Content Statements
Understand translations.
Translate a figure on a coordinate plane.
Describe a translation.
Understand and describe a reflection.
Reflect two-dimensional figures.
Identify and perform a rotation.
Determine how rotation affects a two-dimensional figure.
Understand a sequence of transformations.
Describe and perform a sequence of transformations.
Understand congruence of figures using a series of transformations.
Identify congruent figures.
Understand dilations.
Dilate to enlarge or reduce a figure in a coordinate plane.
Understand similarity.
Complete a similarity transformation.
Identify similar figures.

21st Century Life and Careers
Career Ready Practices:
CRP.1, CRP.4, CRP.8, CRP.11

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

Differentiation: Modifications / Accommodations
504s, Students At Risk, Special Education, Gifted & Talented, English Language
Learners

Interdisciplinary Connections
ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate Grids, Journals,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.1: Explain how taxes affect
disposable income and the difference
between net and gross income.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.
9.1.8.EG.3: Explain the concept and forms
of taxation and evaluate how local, state and
federal governments use taxes to fund public
activities and initiatives.
9.1.8.EG.6: Explain the economic principle
of the circular flow of money in different
situations regarding buying products or

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
choices, and interests affect employment and even if only shared with a select group.
income.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
responsibility to the economy and personal
digitally is public and can be searched,
finance.
copied, and potentially seen by public
audiences.
9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
Digital technology and data can be leveraged
financial decisions.
by communities to address effects of climate
change.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
experience, certifications, and skills are all
data and technology to develop measures to
factors that affect employment and income.
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities)
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
There is a need to produce and publish
choices may impact the job application
media that has information supported with
process.
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals
may experience the same media message
differently.

services from a local or national business
and buying imported or domestic goods.
9.1.8.EG.7: Explain the effect of the
economy (e.g., inflation, unemployment) on
personal income, individual and family
security, and consumer decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software
Standards: 8.G.A.4 Understand that a two dimensional figure is similar to another if the second can be obtained from the
first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, translations, and dilations; given two similar two dimensional figures, describe a
sequence that exhibits the similarity between them.
Essential Questions
What is the relationship between a preimage and its image
after a dilation?
How are similar figures related by a sequence of
Transformations?

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompt:
If you know that two polygons have the same angle measures, can you conclude
that the two polygons are similar?
Give an example to support your argument.

Sample Tasks:

Essential Understandings

In triangle ABC below, ∠B is a right angle and |AB| = |BC|:

A dilation is a transformation that changes the size of
a figure. In a dilation, the preimage and image have
the same shape, angle measures, and proportions.
Two-dimensional figures are similar if there is a
sequence of translations, reflections, rotations, and
dilations that map one figure onto the other.

w a line segment joining one of the vertices of △ABC to the opposite side so that it
divides △ABC into two triangles which are both similar to △ABC. Explain, using
rigid motions and dilations, why the triangles are similar.
Adrian performs three transformations on a figure to produce an image that is
similar but not congruent to the pre-image. Which type of transformation must
have been one of the three? Explain how you know you are correct.
dilation ☑

reflection rotation

translation

Content Statements
Understand dilations.
Dilate to enlarge or reduce a figure in a coordinate plane.
Understand similarity.
Complete a similarity transformation.
Identify similar figures.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate Grids, Journals,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary,
Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.1: Explain how taxes affect
disposable income and the difference
between net and gross income.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.
9.1.8.EG.3: Explain the concept and forms
of taxation and evaluate how local, state and
federal governments use taxes to fund public
activities and initiatives.
9.1.8.EG.6: Explain the economic principle
of the circular flow of money in different
situations regarding buying products or

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
choices, and interests affect employment and even if only shared with a select group.
income.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
responsibility to the economy and personal
digitally is public and can be searched,
finance.
copied, and potentially seen by public
audiences.
9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
Digital technology and data can be leveraged
financial decisions.
by communities to address effects of climate
change.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
experience, certifications, and skills are all
data and technology to develop measures to
factors that affect employment and income.
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities)
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
There is a need to produce and publish
choices may impact the job application
media that has information supported with
process.
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals
may experience the same media message
differently.

services from a local or national business
and buying imported or domestic goods.
9.1.8.EG.7: Explain the effect of the
economy (e.g., inflation, unemployment) on
personal income, individual and family
security, and consumer decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software
Standards: 8.G.A.5 Use informal arguments to establish facts about the angle sum and exterior angle of triangles, about the
angles created when parallel lines are cut by a transversal, and the angle-angle criterion for similarity of triangles
Essential Questions
What are the relationships among angles that are created
when a line intersects two parallel lines?
How are the interior and exterior angles of a triangle
related?
How can you use angle measures to determine whether two
triangles are similar?

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students engage in Vocabulary Words Activity - Using a graphic organizer, students
discuss new words and their mathematical meanings. (ie. transversal, corresponding
angles, alternate exterior and alternate interior angles, remote interior, same-side
interior angles, etc.)
Sample Task:
Market Street runs parallel to Main Street and both are intersected by 5th Avenue as
shown below:

Essential Understandings
If parallel lines are intersected by a transversal, then
corresponding and alternate interior angles are
congruent, and same-side interior angles are
supplementary.
The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is equal
to the sum of the measures of its remote interior
angles.
If two angles in one triangle are congruent to two
angles in another triangle, the triangles are similar
triangles.

If a car traveling northeast on Market Street turns right to go east on 5th Avenue, it
turns (clockwise) through a 35 degree angle as indicated in the picture. - Suppose a car
is traveling southwest on Market Street and turns left to go east on 5th Avenue. Draw
the angle of turn in the picture. What is the measure of this angle?

Content Statements
Understand the relationship of angles formed by parallel lines and a transversal.
Find unknown angle measures.
Understand the relationship of the interior angles of a triangle.
Determine whether triangles are similar.
Solve problems involving similar triangles.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1

Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials: Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate
Grids, Measuring Tools, Journals, Reference Charts, Academic
Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.1: Explain how taxes affect
disposable income and the difference
between net and gross income.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.
9.1.8.EG.3: Explain the concept and forms
of taxation and evaluate how local, state and
federal governments use taxes to fund public
activities and initiatives.
9.1.8.EG.6: Explain the economic principle
of the circular flow of money in different
situations regarding buying products or
services from a local or national business

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
choices, and interests affect employment and even if only shared with a select group.
income.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
responsibility to the economy and personal
digitally is public and can be searched,
finance.
copied, and potentially seen by public
audiences.
9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
Digital technology and data can be leveraged
financial decisions.
by communities to address effects of climate
change.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
experience, certifications, and skills are all
data and technology to develop measures to
factors that affect employment and income.
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities)
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
There is a need to produce and publish
choices may impact the job application
media that has information supported with
process.
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals
may experience the same media message
differently.

and buying imported or domestic goods.
9.1.8.EG.7: Explain the effect of the
economy (e.g., inflation, unemployment) on
personal income, individual and family
security, and consumer decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem
Standards: 8.G.B.6 Explain a proof of the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse
Essential Questions
How does the Pythagorean Theorem relate the side lengths
of a right triangle?
How can you determine whether a triangle is a right
Triangle?

Essential Understandings

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
hypotenuse, leg, Pythagorean Theorem, proof, converse of the
Pythagorean Theorem, conjecture, etc.
Sample Tasks:
Are Triangle A and Triangle B right triangles? Explain.

The Pythagorean Theorem can be used to determine
if a triangle is a right triangle and to find the missing
side length of a triangle.

Triangle ABC is a right triangle. Which statement about the triangle must be
true? Select two correct answers.
It has one right angle. ☑

If a triangle has side length such that a2+b2=c2,
the triangle is a right triangle.

All three of its sides are different lengths.
The side opposite the right angle is a leg.
The sum of the square of the hypotenuse and the square of one leg is equal to
the square of the other leg.The square of the length of the hypotenuse is equal
to the sum of the squares of the lengths of the legs.
☑

Content Statements
Understand the Pythagorean Theorem.
Give two side lengths of a right triangle, use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the length of the third side.
Understand why the Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem is true.
Apply the Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem to identify right triangles and to analyze two dimensional shapes.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate Grids, Journals,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative
Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.1: Explain how taxes affect
disposable income and the difference
between net and gross income.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.
9.1.8.EG.3: Explain the concept and forms
of taxation and evaluate how local, state and
federal governments use taxes to fund public
activities and initiatives.
9.1.8.EG.6: Explain the economic principle
of the circular flow of money in different
situations regarding buying products or

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
choices, and interests affect employment and even if only shared with a select group.
income.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
responsibility to the economy and personal
digitally is public and can be searched,
finance.
copied, and potentially seen by public
audiences.
9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
Digital technology and data can be leveraged
financial decisions.
by communities to address effects of climate
change.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
experience, certifications, and skills are all
data and technology to develop measures to
factors that affect employment and income.
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities)
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
There is a need to produce and publish
choices may impact the job application
media that has information supported with
process.
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals
may experience the same media message
differently.

services from a local or national business
and buying imported or domestic goods.
9.1.8.EG.7: Explain the effect of the
economy (e.g., inflation, unemployment) on
personal income, individual and family
security, and consumer decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem
Standards: 8.G.B.7 Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-world and
mathematical problems in two and three dimensions.
Essential Questions
How does the Pythagorean Theorem relate the side lengths
of a right triangle?
How can you determine whether a triangle is a right
Triangle?
What types of problems can be solved using the
Pythagorean Theorem?

Essential Understandings

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.
Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompt: The
legs of a right triangle measure 4 ft and 5 ft. Between what two consecutive
integers is the length of its hypotenuse, in feet?
Sample Tasks:

The Pythagorean Theorem can be used to determine
if a triangle is a right triangle and to find the missing
side length of a triangle.

Three friends are playing catch. Zoe is in a straight path 12 feet to the west
of Alex. Lenny is in a straight path 9 feet to the north of Alex. How far
apart are Zoe and Lenny? (15ft)

If a triangle has side length such that a2+b2=c2,
the triangle is a right triangle.

A right triangle has a leg that measures 8cm and a hypotenuse that
measures 17 cm. What is the length of the other leg?

The Pythagorean Theorem and its converse can be
used to solve real-world problems that involve right
triangles. Both can be used to determine the
unknown leg lengths of a right triangle, or to
identify or verify whether the triangle is a right
triangle.

Student understanding can be assessed with an Exit Ticket:
Sayid rides his bike from school to a bookstore, and then from the bookstore
to a computer shop. The bookstore is on a straight path 4 miles east of the
school. The computer shop is on a straight path 3 miles north of the bookstore
Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the straight path distance directly from
school to the computer shop..

Content Statements
Understand the Pythagorean Theorem.
Give two side lengths of a right triangle, use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the length of the third side.
Understand why the Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem is true.
Apply the Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem to identify right triangles and to analyze two dimensional shapes.
Apply the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse to solve real world problems.
Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to solve problems that involve three dimensions.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate Grids, Journals,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary,
Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.1: Explain how taxes affect
disposable income and the difference
between net and gross income.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.
9.1.8.EG.3: Explain the concept and forms
of taxation and evaluate how local, state and
federal governments use taxes to fund public
activities and initiatives.
9.1.8.EG.6: Explain the economic principle
of the circular flow of money in different
situations regarding buying products or

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
choices, and interests affect employment and even if only shared with a select group.
income.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
responsibility to the economy and personal
digitally is public and can be searched,
finance.
copied, and potentially seen by public
audiences.
9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
Digital technology and data can be leveraged
financial decisions.
by communities to address effects of climate
change.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
experience, certifications, and skills are all
data and technology to develop measures to
factors that affect employment and income.
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities)
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
There is a need to produce and publish
choices may impact the job application
media that has information supported with
process.
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals
may experience the same media message
differently.

services from a local or national business
and buying imported or domestic goods.
9.1.8.EG.7: Explain the effect of the
economy (e.g., inflation, unemployment) on
personal income, individual and family
security, and consumer decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem
Standards: 8.G.B.8 Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance between two points in a coordinate system.
Essential Questions
How can you use the Pythagorean Theorem to solve
problems?
How can your use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the
distance between two points?

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompt:
You are painting the roof of a shed that is 35ft tall. You are going to place the base
of a ladder 12 feet from the shed. How long does the ladder need to be to reach the
roof of the shed?
Engage students in Reteach and/or Enrichment activities.

Essential Understandings
The Pythagorean Theorem can be use to find the
distance between any two points on a coordinate
plane by drawing a line to connect the points and
using it as the hypotenuse of a right triangle where
the legs are the horizontal and vertical distances.

Sample Tasks:
Plot the points (5,3), (-1,1), and (2,-3) in the coordinate plane and find the lengths of
the three segments connecting the points. Find the distance between (5,9) and (-4,2)
without plotting the points. If (u,v) and (s,t) are two distinct points in the plane, what
is the distance between them? Explain how you know. Does your answer to (c) agree
with your calculations in parts (a) and (b)? Explain.
Point T is located at (0,3). Point S is located at (-3,-1). What is the distance between
the two points? (5 units)
Write an expression that correctly uses the Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance
between A(-8,-8) and B (10,7). ( √182 + 152 or √152 + 182 )

Content Statements
Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance between two points on a map of coordinate plane.
Find the perimeter of a figure on a coordinate plane.
Identify the coordinates of the third vertex of a triangle on the coordinate plane.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Coordinate Grids, Journals,
Reference Charts, Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.3: Explain the purpose of a credit
score and credit record, the factors and
impact of credit scores.
Taxes affect one’s personal finances.
9.1.8.EG.1: Explain how taxes affect
disposable income and the difference
between net and gross income.
9.1.8.EG.2: Explain why various sources of
income are taxed differently.
There are government agencies and policies
that affect the financial industry and the
broader economy.
9.1.8.EG.3: Explain the concept and forms
of taxation and evaluate how local, state and
federal governments use taxes to fund public
activities and initiatives.
9.1.8.EG.6: Explain the economic principle
of the circular flow of money in different
situations regarding buying products or
services from a local or national business

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
choices, and interests affect employment and even if only shared with a select group.
income.
Appropriate measures such as proper
interactions can protect online reputations.
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
consumer, business, and government
9.4.8.DC.4: Explain how information shared
responsibility to the economy and personal
digitally is public and can be searched,
finance.
copied, and potentially seen by public
audiences.
9.1.8.CR.4: Examine the implications of
legal and ethical behaviors when making
Digital technology and data can be leveraged
financial decisions.
by communities to address effects of climate
change.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
9.4.8.DC.8: Explain how communities use
experience, certifications, and skills are all
data and technology to develop measures to
factors that affect employment and income.
respond to effects of climate change (e.g.,
smart cities)
9.2.8.CAP.18: Explain how personal
behavior, appearance, attitudes, and other
There is a need to produce and publish
choices may impact the job application
media that has information supported with
process.
quality evidence and is intended for
authentic audiences.
9.4.8.IML.15: Explain ways that individuals
may experience the same media message
differently.

and buying imported or domestic goods.
9.1.8.EG.7: Explain the effect of the
economy (e.g., inflation, unemployment) on
personal income, individual and family
security, and consumer decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres.
Standards: 8.G.C.9 Know the formulas for the volumes of cones, cylinders, and spheres and use them to solve real-world
and mathematical problems.
Essential Questions
How are the areas of polygons used to find the surface area
formulas for three-dimensional figures?
How is the volume of a cylinder related to the volume of a
rectangular prism?
How is the volume of a cone related to the volume of a
cylinder?
How is the volume of a sphere related to the volume of a
cone?

Essential Understandings

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Engage students in solving real-world problem using the following link: Dan
Meyer - 3 Act Math List. Suggested activities include Coca-Cola Pool.
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss problems.
Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear other students’ thinking.
Students engage in Pre-Reading Strategies, ie. outlines, generating predictions, word
maps, “I Notice, I Wonder”, etc. to activate prior knowledge and generate ideas about
the mathematical concept and vocabulary terms such as composite figure, cone,
cylinder, sphere, volume, capacity, etc.

Formulas for finding the areas of polygons, such as
rectangles, squares, triangles and circles, can be used
to find the surface areas of cylinders, cones, and spheres.

Sample Tasks:
Aaron says that all cones with a base circumference of 8π inches will have the same
surface area. Is Aaron correct? Explain.

Finding the volume of a cylinder is an extension of
finding the volume of a rectangular prism.

What is the surface area of a cylinder that is 10 mm long and has a base diameter of 2
mm? (about 69.1mm2)

The volume of a rectangular prism is the product of
the area of its base and its height. Similarly, the
volume of a cylinder is equal to the product of the
area of its circular base and its height.

What is the volume of a sphere with a radius of 8 inches? Round your answer to the
nearest tenth. (2,143.6 in3)

The volume of a cone is ⅓ the volume of a cylinder
given that the bases have the same radius and the
heights are the same.

The formula for the volume of a cone is V=⅓ BH,
where B is the area of its circular base and h is the
height of the cone.
The volumes of a sphere and cone are proportionally
related. The volume of a sphere is twice the volume
of a cone that has the same circular base and height. ⋄The
formula for the volume of a sphere is V= 4/3πr3 .

A sphere has a diameter of 2 cm. What is the surface area of the sphere in terms of π ?
(4π cm2)
A cylinder has a volume of 150 cubic units. What is the volume of a cone with the
same radius and height as the cylinder? Explain your thinking.
(50 cubic units)

Content Statements
Find the surface areas of cylinders, cones, and spheres.
Recognize the relationship between the volume of a rectangular prism and the volume of a cylinder.
Solve real-world problems involving the volume of a cylinder.
Use the formula for the volume of a cylinder to find an unknown measure.
Recognize the relationship between the volume of a cylinder and the volume of a cone.
Use the Pythagorean Theorem when solving volume problems.
Find the volume of a cone. Recognize the relationship between the volume of a cone and the volume of a sphere.
Find the volume of a sphere.
Find the volume of a composite figure.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics
Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Figures, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami

Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22
Credit management includes making
informed choices about sources of credit and
requires an understanding of the cost of
credit.
9.1.8.CDM.4: Evaluate the application
process for different types of loans (e.g.,
credit card, mortgage, student loans).
There are strategies to build and maintain a
good credit history.
9.1.8.CP.4: Summarize borrower’s credit
report rights.
There are a variety of factors that influence
how well suited a financial institution and/or
service will be in meeting an individual’s
financial needs.
9.1.8.FI.3: Evaluate the most appropriate
financial institutions to assist with meeting
various personal financial needs and goals.
An individual’s values and emotions will
influence the ability to modify financial
behavior (when appropriate), which will

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Early planning can provide more options to
pay for postsecondary training and
employment.
9.2.8.CAP.7: Devise a strategy to minimize
costs of postsecondary education.
9.2.8.CAP.9: Analyze how a variety of
activities related to career preparation (e.g.,
volunteering, apprenticeships, structured
learning experiences, dual enrollment, job
search, scholarships) impacts postsecondary
options.
There are variety of resources available to
help navigate the career planning process.
9.2.8.CAP.10: Evaluate how careers have
evolved regionally, nationally, and globally.

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
problem.
9.4.8.CT.1: Evaluate diverse solutions
proposed by a variety of individuals,
organizations, and/or agencies to a local or
global problem, such as climate change, and
use critical thinking skills to predict which
one(s) are likely to be effective (e.g., MSETS1-2).
Sources of information are evaluated for
accuracy and relevance when considering
the use of information.
9.4.8.IML.8: Apply deliberate and
thoughtful search strategies to access highquality information on climate change (e.g.,
1.1.8.C1b).

impact one’s financial well-being.
9.1.8.FP.2: Evaluate the role of emotions,
attitudes, and behavior (rational and
irrational) in making financial decisions.

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Statistics and Probability
Cluster: Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data
Standards: 8.SP.A.1 Construct and interpret scatter plots for bivariate measurement data to investigate patterns of
association between two quantities. Describe patterns such as clustering, outliers, positive or negative association, linear
association, and nonlinear association.
Essential Questions
How can you represent the relationship between paired
data and use the representation to make predictions?
How does a scatter plot show the relationship between

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
cluster, gap, measurement, data, negative association, outlier, positive
association, scatter plot, etc.

paired data?

Essential Understandings
A scatter plot is a graph on a coordinate plane that
uses points to show the relationship between paired
data. These points visually display any clusters, gaps,
or outliers.

Sample Tasks:
Which two data sets are likely to have a positive correlation?
The cost of a bag of apples and the number of apples per bag ☑
A person’s height and test scores
The distance walked and the time it took one person to walk ☑
The outside temperature and the number of hours heating is on
The number of days in a month and the average temperature
Which best describes data on a scatter plot that shows negative correlation?
As the independent variable increases the dependent increases.
As the independent variable increases the dependent decreases. ☑
As the independent variable increases the dependent stays the same.
As the independent variable decreases the dependent stays the
same.
Students work with partners to analyze data from charts and scatter plots.

Students Turn and Talk about the following prompts:
What do you do with an outlier? Which variable is the dependent?

Content Statements
Construct a scatter plot graph to model paired data.
Utilize a scatter plot to identify and interpret the relationship between paired data.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
choices, and interests affect employment and problem.
income.
9.4.8.CT.2: Develop multiple solutions to a
9.2.8.CAP.2: Develop a plan that includes
problem and evaluate short- and long-term
information about career areas of interest.
effects to determine the most plausible
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
option (e.g., MS-ETS1-4, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.1).
consumer, business, and government
Developing and implementing an action plan
responsibility to the economy and personal
is an essential step for achieving one’s
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
finance.
personal and professional goals.
even if only shared with a select group.
Appropriate measures such as proper
A budget aligned with an individual’s
9.2.8.CAP.5: Develop a personal plan with
interactions can protect online reputations.
financial goals can help prepare for life
the assistance of an adult mentor that
events.
includes information about career areas of
9.4.8.DC.5: Manage digital identity and
interest, goals and an educational plan.
practice positive online behavior to avoid
9.1.8.PB.4: Construct a simple personal
inappropriate forms of self-disclosure.
savings and spending plan based on various There are variety of resources available to
sources of income and different stages of life help navigate the career planning process.
Awareness of and appreciation for cultural
(e.g. teenager, young adult, family).
differences is critical to avoid barriers to
9.2.8.CAP.12: Assess personal strengths,
productive and positive interaction.
Goals (e.g., higher education, autos, and
talents, values, and interests to appropriate
homes, retirement), affect your finances.
jobs and careers to maximize career
9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate
potential.
cultural differences with sensitivity and
9.1.8.PB.6: Construct a budget to save for
respect (e.g., 1.5.8.C1a).
short-term, long term, and charitable goals
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
Digital tools make it possible to analyze and
experience, certifications, and skills are all
interpret data, including text, images, and
The potential for building and using personal
wealth includes responsibility to the broader
community and an understanding of the legal
rights and responsibilities of being a good
citizen.

factors that affect employment and income.
9.2.8.CAP.17: Prepare a sample resume and
cover letter as part of an application process.

sound. These tools allow for broad concepts
and data to be more effectively
communicated.

9.4.8.IML.4: Ask insightful questions to
9.2.8.CAP.19: Relate academic achievement, organize different types of data and create
as represented by high school diplomas,
meaningful visualizations.
college degrees, and industry credentials, to
employability and to potential level.
Sources of information are evaluated for
accuracy and relevance when considering
the use of information.
9.4.8.IML.7: Use information from a variety
of sources, contexts, disciplines, and cultures
for a specific purpose (e.g., 1.2.8.C2a,
1.4.8.CR2a, 2.1.8.CHSS/IV.8.AI.1, W.5.8,
6.1.8.GeoSV.3.a, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.4.b,
7.1.NH. IPRET.8).
9.4.8.IML.8: Apply deliberate and
thoughtful search strategies to access highquality information on climate change (e.g.,
1.1.8.C1b).

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
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●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Statistics and Probability
Cluster: Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data
Standard: 8.SP.A.2 Know that straight lines are widely used to model relationships between two quantitative variables.
For scatter plots that suggest a linear association, informally fit a straight line, and informally assess the model fit
(e.g., line of best fit) by judging the closeness of the data points to the line.
Essential Questions
How can you represent the relationship between paired
data and use the representation to make predictions?
How can you describe the association of two data sets?

Essential Understandings
A trend line on a scatter plot approximates the linear
association between the paired data. Scatter plots can
show a linear or nonlinear association, or no
association.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
trend line, cluster, gap, measurement, data, negative association, outlier,
positive association, scatter plot, etc.
Students Turn and Talk with a partner to discuss the following prompts:
How does a trend line describe the strength of the association of two sets of
data?
How does the scatter plot of a nonlinear association differ from that of a linear
association?
Describe a real situation that would fit the relationship described A strong, positive association
A strong, negative association
Engage students in building Mathematical Literacy, Vocabulary Support,
Reteach, and/or Enrichment activities.

Content Statements
Recognize whether the paired data has a linear association, a nonlinear association, or no association.
Draw a trend line to determine whether a linear association is positive or negative and strong or weak.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
choices, and interests affect employment and problem.
income.
9.4.8.CT.2: Develop multiple solutions to a
9.2.8.CAP.2: Develop a plan that includes
problem and evaluate short- and long-term
information about career areas of interest.
effects to determine the most plausible
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
option (e.g., MS-ETS1-4, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.1).
consumer, business, and government
Developing and implementing an action plan
responsibility to the economy and personal
is an essential step for achieving one’s
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
finance.
personal and professional goals.
even if only shared with a select group.
Appropriate measures such as proper
A budget aligned with an individual’s
9.2.8.CAP.5: Develop a personal plan with
interactions can protect online reputations.
financial goals can help prepare for life
the assistance of an adult mentor that
events.
includes information about career areas of
9.4.8.DC.5: Manage digital identity and
interest, goals and an educational plan.
practice positive online behavior to avoid
9.1.8.PB.4: Construct a simple personal
inappropriate forms of self-disclosure.
savings and spending plan based on various There are variety of resources available to
sources of income and different stages of life help navigate the career planning process.
Awareness of and appreciation for cultural
(e.g. teenager, young adult, family).
differences is critical to avoid barriers to
9.2.8.CAP.12: Assess personal strengths,
productive and positive interaction.
Goals (e.g., higher education, autos, and
talents, values, and interests to appropriate
homes, retirement), affect your finances.
jobs and careers to maximize career
9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate
potential.
cultural differences with sensitivity and
9.1.8.PB.6: Construct a budget to save for
respect (e.g., 1.5.8.C1a).
short-term, long term, and charitable goals
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
Digital tools make it possible to analyze and
experience, certifications, and skills are all
interpret data, including text, images, and
factors that affect employment and income.
sound. These tools allow for broad concepts
The potential for building and using personal
wealth includes responsibility to the broader
community and an understanding of the legal
rights and responsibilities of being a good
citizen.

9.2.8.CAP.17: Prepare a sample resume and
cover letter as part of an application process.

and data to be more effectively
communicated.

9.4.8.IML.4: Ask insightful questions to
9.2.8.CAP.19: Relate academic achievement, organize different types of data and create
as represented by high school diplomas,
meaningful visualizations.
college degrees, and industry credentials, to
employability and to potential level.
Sources of information are evaluated for
accuracy and relevance when considering
the use of information.
9.4.8.IML.7: Use information from a variety
of sources, contexts, disciplines, and cultures
for a specific purpose (e.g., 1.2.8.C2a,
1.4.8.CR2a, 2.1.8.CHSS/IV.8.AI.1, W.5.8,
6.1.8.GeoSV.3.a, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.4.b,
7.1.NH. IPRET.8).
9.4.8.IML.8: Apply deliberate and
thoughtful search strategies to access highquality information on climate change (e.g.,
1.1.8.C1b).

Math – Accommodations and Modifications
Special Education
Students
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Provide a table of
math facts for
reference
Tape a number
line to the
student’s desk
Read and explain
word problems, or
break problems
into smaller steps
Use pictures or
graphics in
directions and
assignments
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
vocabulary banks
Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
Provide math
manipulatives
Provide a copy of
mathematical
equations, class
notes and

English Language Learners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
●

●

●
●

Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
independent
project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
●
●

●

●

●

●

Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
to generate and
analyze data to
be used in
discussions
Utilize higher
level
questioning
techniques
Provide
assessments at
a higher level of
thinking
Provide
opportunities for
independent
study/Genius
Hour focus

Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
Provide
enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
explain story
problems, or
break problems
into smaller
steps
Use pictures or
graphics

●

●
●
●
●

examples for math
notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
Display anchor
charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Statistics and Probability
Cluster: Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data
Standards: 8.SP.A.3 Use the equation of a linear model to solve problems in the context of bivariate measurement data,
interpreting the slope and intercept. For example, in a linear model for a biology experiment, interpret the slope of 1.5 cm/hr
as meaning that an additional hour of sunlight each day is associated with an additional 1.5 cm in mature plant height.
Essential Questions
How can you represent the relationship between paired
data and use the representation to make predictions?
How do linear models help you make a prediction?

Essential Understandings
Trend lines in linear models can help with making
predictions about a set of data. By determining the
equation of a linear model, predictions of an outcome
can be made.

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.
Activity- 3 Act Math: Ups and Downs -found in 3 ACT Math Resources
Students work in groups. Groups are provided data. Students generate scatter
plots on a graph. Students discuss their findings and produce an equation for
the line of best fit. Students present to the class.

Content Statements
Use the slope and y-intercept of a trend line to make a prediction.
Make a prediction when no equation is given by drawing trend lines and writing the equation of the linear model.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
choices, and interests affect employment and problem.
income.
9.4.8.CT.2: Develop multiple solutions to a
9.2.8.CAP.2: Develop a plan that includes
problem and evaluate short- and long-term
information about career areas of interest.
effects to determine the most plausible
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
option (e.g., MS-ETS1-4, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.1).
consumer, business, and government
Developing and implementing an action plan
responsibility to the economy and personal
is an essential step for achieving one’s
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
finance.
personal and professional goals.
even if only shared with a select group.
Appropriate measures such as proper
A budget aligned with an individual’s
9.2.8.CAP.5: Develop a personal plan with
interactions can protect online reputations.
financial goals can help prepare for life
the assistance of an adult mentor that
events.
includes information about career areas of
9.4.8.DC.5: Manage digital identity and
interest, goals and an educational plan.
practice positive online behavior to avoid
9.1.8.PB.4: Construct a simple personal
inappropriate forms of self-disclosure.
savings and spending plan based on various There are variety of resources available to
sources of income and different stages of life help navigate the career planning process.
Awareness of and appreciation for cultural
(e.g. teenager, young adult, family).
differences is critical to avoid barriers to
9.2.8.CAP.12: Assess personal strengths,
productive and positive interaction.
Goals (e.g., higher education, autos, and
talents, values, and interests to appropriate
homes, retirement), affect your finances.
jobs and careers to maximize career
9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate
potential.
cultural differences with sensitivity and
9.1.8.PB.6: Construct a budget to save for
respect (e.g., 1.5.8.C1a).
short-term, long term, and charitable goals
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
Digital tools make it possible to analyze and
experience, certifications, and skills are all
interpret data, including text, images, and
factors that affect employment and income.
sound. These tools allow for broad concepts
The potential for building and using personal
wealth includes responsibility to the broader
community and an understanding of the legal
rights and responsibilities of being a good
citizen.

9.2.8.CAP.17: Prepare a sample resume and
cover letter as part of an application process.

and data to be more effectively
communicated.

9.4.8.IML.4: Ask insightful questions to
9.2.8.CAP.19: Relate academic achievement, organize different types of data and create
as represented by high school diplomas,
meaningful visualizations.
college degrees, and industry credentials, to
employability and to potential level.
Sources of information are evaluated for
accuracy and relevance when considering
the use of information.
9.4.8.IML.7: Use information from a variety
of sources, contexts, disciplines, and cultures
for a specific purpose (e.g., 1.2.8.C2a,
1.4.8.CR2a, 2.1.8.CHSS/IV.8.AI.1, W.5.8,
6.1.8.GeoSV.3.a, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.4.b,
7.1.NH. IPRET.8).
9.4.8.IML.8: Apply deliberate and
thoughtful search strategies to access highquality information on climate change (e.g.,
1.1.8.C1b).
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reference
Tape a number
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word problems, or
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into smaller steps
Use pictures or
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directions and
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calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer large
graph paper
option
Provide enlarged
print problems
Encourage turning
lined paper
sideways to
maintain column
alignment
Create math
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Utilize graphic
organizer to plan
ways to solve
math problems
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notes and

English Language Learners
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●
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●

Pre Teach Vocabulary
Create Math vocabulary banks
with pictures
Rephrase math problems when
appropriate
Build knowledge from real-world
examples
Provide manipulatives
Teach Touch Math
Have students relate an object
they know with a unit of measure
Encourage peer discussions
regarding how students are
thinking about math
Provide margin notes
Utilize “Can Do” Descriptors
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors

At-Risk Students
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●
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Create a math
journal that can
be used during
class,
assignments,
or
assessments
Assign a peer
buddy who is
high performing
in math
Create an
interactive
math notebook
Allow students
to complete an
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project as an
alternative test

Gifted and Talented
Students
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Provide
extension
activities
Conduct
research and
provide
presentation of
cultural topics.
Design surveys
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analyze data to
be used in
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Students with 504s
●
●
●
●
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Create math
vocabulary
banks
Tape a number
line to student
desk
Provide use of
calculator
Utilize Touch
Math
Provide graph
paper/ offer
large graph
paper option
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enlarged print
problems
Provide a table
of math facts
for reference
Read and
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problems, or
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steps
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notebooks
Highlight or
underline key
words in word
problems
Use place value
blocks
Provide reteach
pages if necessary
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charts
Provide margin
notes

Domain: Statistics and Probability
Cluster: Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data.
Standards: 8.SP.A.4 Understand that patterns of association can also be seen in bivariate categorical data by displaying
frequencies and relative frequencies and relative frequencies in a two-way table. Construct and interpret a two-way table
summarizing data on two categorical variables collected from the same subjects. Use relative frequencies calculated for
rows or columns to describe possible association between the two variables. For example, collect data from students in your
class on whether or not they have a curfew on school nights and whether or not they have assigned chores at home. Is there
evidence that those who have a curfew also tend to have chores?
Essential Questions
How does a two-way frequency table show the relationships
between sets of paired data?
What is the advantage of a two-way relative frequency table

Activities, Investigation, and Student Experiences
Students work together on Problem-Based Learning to Solve and Discuss
problems. Students Turn and Talk to explain their reasoning and hear
other students’ thinking.

for showing relationships between sets of paired data?

Essential Understandings

Students engage in a Vocabulary Review Activity to review terms such as
categorical data, frequency table, trend line, cluster, gap, measurement, data,
negative association, outlier, positive association, scatter plot, etc.

Data can be displayed in a two-way frequency table,
making it easier to analyze. Individual data categories
can be compared to all the data. Individual data can
Students Turn and Talk with a partner regarding their findings derived from
also be compared to sub-categories to make
various data sources including scatter plots, tally charts, venn diagrams,
evidence-based conjectures.
frequency tables, charts, etc.
Data can be organized in a two-way frequency table
and them used to create a two-way relative frequency
table. Relative frequency can be determined for the rows and the
columns as well as for the whole table.

Content Statements
Organize paired categorical data into a two-way frequency table.
Compare and make conjectures about data displayed in a two-way frequency table.
Construct two-way frequency tables and two-way relative frequency tables.
Compare and make conjectures about data displayed in a two-way relative frequency table.

Interdisciplinary Connections

Assessments
Teacher Observations / Exit Tickets
Topic Readiness Assessments
Mid-Topic Checkpoint
Topic Assessment
IXL Diagnostic Benchmark
Homework / Classwork Teacher created assessments
Topic Performance Task
Self-Assessment
Think-Pair-Share
Small Group / Large Group Collaboration

ELA RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7 SL.8.1
Science MS-ESS3-3, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2
Technology 8.1.8.A.4, 8.1.8.C.1, 8.1.8.F.1

Teacher Resources
Text:
enVision Mathematics

Classroom Materials:
Interactive Whiteboard, Graphs, Journals, Reference Charts
Academic Math Vocabulary, Chromebooks

Digital:
Pearson/Savvas EasyBridge
Brainpop.com
KhanAcademy
Illustrative Mathematics
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
Gizmos
IXL
Kami
Kahoot
Blooket
Quizlet
Quizizz
ClassKick
Google Slides
Edpuzzle
Virtual Nerd Video Tutorials
Kuta Math
DeltaMath

NJSLS – Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills
Integration of Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills. Evidence must include explicit citations of Standards 9.1 Personal Finance, 9.2 Career Awareness,
Exploration, Preparation and Training, and 9.4 Life Literacies and Key Skills. The citations for each unit must include links to the standards for NJSLS CLKS (Career, Life,
Key Skills).

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/2020%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
NJSLS – Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills (21 Century Themes and Skills)
st

Personal Finance Literacy 9.1
Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This
standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge,
habits, and skills that must be mastered in order for
students to make informed decisions about personal
finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of
a student's college and career readiness, enabling
students to achieve fulfilling, financially-secure, and
successful careers

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 20-22

Career Awareness Exploration
Preparedness and Training 9.2
Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and
Training. This standard outlines the importance of
being knowledgeable about one's interests and talents,
and being well informed about postsecondary and
career options, career planning, and career
requirements

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 37-40

Life Literacies and Key Skills 9.4
Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outline
key literacies and technical skills such as critical
thinking, global and cultural awareness, and
technology literacy* that are critical for students to
develop to live and work in an interconnected global
economy

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/202
0%20NJSLS-CLKS.pdf
PAGES 43-52

An individual’s strengths, lifestyle goals,
Multiple solutions often exist to solve a
choices, and interests affect employment and problem.
income.
9.4.8.CT.2: Develop multiple solutions to a
9.2.8.CAP.2: Develop a plan that includes
problem and evaluate short- and long-term
information about career areas of interest.
effects to determine the most plausible
9.1.8.CR.3: Relate the importance of
option (e.g., MS-ETS1-4, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.1).
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Developing and implementing an action plan
responsibility to the economy and personal
is an essential step for achieving one’s
Digital footprints are publicly accessible,
finance.
personal and professional goals.
even if only shared with a select group.
Appropriate measures such as proper
A budget aligned with an individual’s
9.2.8.CAP.5: Develop a personal plan with
interactions can protect online reputations.
financial goals can help prepare for life
the assistance of an adult mentor that
events.
includes information about career areas of
9.4.8.DC.5: Manage digital identity and
interest, goals and an educational plan.
practice positive online behavior to avoid
9.1.8.PB.4: Construct a simple personal
inappropriate forms of self-disclosure.
savings and spending plan based on various There are variety of resources available to
sources of income and different stages of life help navigate the career planning process.
Awareness of and appreciation for cultural
(e.g. teenager, young adult, family).
differences is critical to avoid barriers to
9.2.8.CAP.12: Assess personal strengths,
productive and positive interaction.
Goals (e.g., higher education, autos, and
The potential for building and using personal
wealth includes responsibility to the broader
community and an understanding of the legal
rights and responsibilities of being a good
citizen.

homes, retirement), affect your finances.
9.1.8.PB.6: Construct a budget to save for
short-term, long term, and charitable goals

talents, values, and interests to appropriate
jobs and careers to maximize career
potential.
Communication skills and responsible
behavior in addition to education,
experience, certifications, and skills are all
factors that affect employment and income.
9.2.8.CAP.17: Prepare a sample resume and
cover letter as part of an application process.

9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate
cultural differences with sensitivity and
respect (e.g., 1.5.8.C1a).
Digital tools make it possible to analyze and
interpret data, including text, images, and
sound. These tools allow for broad concepts
and data to be more effectively
communicated.

9.4.8.IML.4: Ask insightful questions to
9.2.8.CAP.19: Relate academic achievement, organize different types of data and create
as represented by high school diplomas,
meaningful visualizations.
college degrees, and industry credentials, to
employability and to potential level.
Sources of information are evaluated for
accuracy and relevance when considering
the use of information.
9.4.8.IML.7: Use information from a variety
of sources, contexts, disciplines, and cultures
for a specific purpose (e.g., 1.2.8.C2a,
1.4.8.CR2a, 2.1.8.CHSS/IV.8.AI.1, W.5.8,
6.1.8.GeoSV.3.a, 6.1.8.CivicsDP.4.b,
7.1.NH. IPRET.8).
9.4.8.IML.8: Apply deliberate and
thoughtful search strategies to access highquality information on climate change (e.g.,
1.1.8.C1b).
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with pictures
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https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/cando/descriptors
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